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Softening Inner Edge Binding 
 
What? 
When the dispersal or alignment valve is misaligned, the portion of the soul layer 

into which the chakra stream is attempting to release at the dispersal valve or 

enter at the alignment valve may experience unnecessary stimulation. This 

causes a blow back against the inner edge of the soul layer and a hardening of a 

special membrane located there, called the inner edge binding. 

  
Why? 
This type of hardening can spread out across the inner edge of the soul layer and 

cause a region of this powerful hub to no longer really function properly. Losing 

funtionality here is serious as so many parts of the subtle anatomy travel through 

it and anchor there. Other parts of the anatomy are unable to attach there and 

fulfill their normal functions, as long as this hardening persists. There is a kind of 

deadening of the subtle reflexes of the hardened structure that doesn’t allow for 

the connection and cooperation critical to the smooth functioning of the HES. 

Because other anatomy may be negatively impacted by this malfunction it is 

important to remember to check and reconnect into the inner edge of the soul 

layer any dropped connections such as: tethers, strands, guidewires, or other 

compromised pieces like elimination wheels at the rim. You will need to review all 

the different parts of the anatomy in different systems that attach there. 

 
How? 
People experience these problems in different ways.  But the most prevalent is 

an agitated state of being resulting in irritation, crankiness and a general 

dissatisfaction with life; most especially in the area of life directed by the chakra 

affected.  Physically, it can affect the nervous system, the digestive system and 

the elimination system causing maladies of agitation like colitis, tremors, or even 

chronic constipation.  The relief of the alignment or dispersal valve correction 
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may have a very physical benefit and the further repair of the inner edge binding 

can be a great relief. 

 
The “containing membrane” in the inner edge of the soul layer is called the inner edge 
binding because it strongly holds the inner edge hub in place while it stands up to the 
rapidly moving energies of the soul layer. In the case of a malfunction like a valve 
misalignment, the inner edge binding stretches to accommodate the misaligned soul 
pathway entrance at the alignment valve or as it is departing as dispersal valve.  
 
 
Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Alignment 

Softening Inner Edge Binding 
 
This alignment is only necessary accompanying a valve misalignment 
 

1. Apply the Edge Practice and with permission determine the need to align 

the inner edge binding. 

2. Determine where the inner edge binding is hardened. It will be the same 

chakra that required the valve alignment correction. Determine if it is the 

alignment or dispersal location that needs this alignment or both. 

3. Direct the energy: Soften Binding (pale green with with sparkles) into the 

location of the hardened inner edge binding. 

4. If it is refusing to soften, use Surrender to begin a softening process but 

only use it sparingly because Surrender is so powerful it can damage as 

well as support a needed breaking through. Return to brining in Soften 

Binding ASAP.  

5. Monitor until binding is returned to a softened state. 

6. Slather with ULL 

7. Bring in any Replenishing Energies needed. 

8. Bring in Harmonizing the BOL (inner edge and inner edge binding are BOL 

anatomy). Harmonizing Blend (to replenish the hubs) 

9. Bring in IBWSIB 

	


